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Abstract. The seasonal cycle of precipitation in tropical South America is determined by the 

monsoonal system. The transition from dry to wet season occurs in austral spring (September-

November, SON) when intense convection from northwestern South America rapidly shifts southward 

to the southern Amazon Basin and Western-Central Brazil (WCB) in October and further to the 

Southeast of Brazil in November. This study evaluates ability of the global atmospheric model, Global 

Eta Framework (GEF), at 25-km horizontal resolution, to simulate the onset of the rainy season in 

WCB region. The simulations are based on a 5-member ensemble seasonal integrations for the years 

2011 and 2013. Evaluation of mean global simulated fields, such as 200-hPa wind, 500-hPa 

geopotential height, 850-hPa temperature and wind, and MSLP at the surface, for the SON period 
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indicates high level of agreement with reanalyses and observations, both in spatial distribution and 

intensity for most of the variables. The variable of the lowest skill is precipitation, which is 

overestimated over some tropical oceanic regions and underestimated over tropical continental regions, 

including South America. The onset of the rainy season is determined using methods based on 

precipitation and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR). The threshold based on simulated precipitation 

is also calculated as an alternative method for defining monsoon onset. Comparison of the 5-day 

averaged values (pentads) of precipitation and OLR of all members of the ensemble and the ensemble 

mean against the observed data shows the ability of GEF to reproduce the typical pattern of transition 

from dry to wet season in WCB, although most of ensemble members tend to underestimate 

precipitation and overestimate OLR. The onset date is delayed for few pentads in the model simulations. 

 

1 Introduction 

 

Based on characteristic atmospheric circulation features and their evolution, Zhou and Lau 

(1998) showed that the monsoonal system also exists over South America. Some other studies related 

to precipitation and circulation regimes over the continent are documented in Nogués-Paegle et al. 

(2002) and Vera et al. (2006). Probably the most recognizable characteristic of every monsoon is the 

seasonal cycle of precipitation. The well defined wet season during austral summer (DJF) and the dry 

season during austral winter (JJA) represent the typical precipitation regime over tropical South 

America (Rao et al., 1996; Gan et al., 2004). The period of transition from dry to wet season occurs in 

austral spring (SON) and it is characterized by a rapid southward shift of the region of intense 

convection from the Caribbean and northwestern South America to the southern Amazon Basin and 

Brazilian highlands in October and farther to Southeast Brazil in November. At the onset of the rainy 

season, the continental subtropical high pressure weakens and the zonal flow changes the intensity and 

direction (Marengo et al., 2010). Also, the moisture over the Amazon is transported by the low-level jet 

from the east of the Andes to the central and southeastern Brazil (Rao et al., 1996). The high moisture 

content and the convergence of the flow in these regions lead to the development of deep convection in 

WCB. During the austral summer (DJF), the maximum rainfall intensity occurs over most of tropical 
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South America (Figueroa and Nobre, 1990; Rao and Hada, 1990). 

Many studies define the onset and the demise dates of the South American monsoon by 

applying several criteria. Some criteria are based on OLR (Kousky, 1988; Gonzales et al., 2007; Garcia 

and Kayano, 2009), some on precipitation (Liebmann and Marengo, 2001; Marengo et al., 2001), while 

some are based on a combination of wind and precipitation (Gan et al., 2004). The onset and the 

demise of the rainy season are also evaluated by the monsoon indices based on the dynamical aspects 

of the atmosphere (Gan et al., 2006), by the Large-Scale Index for South American Monsoon (LISAM) 

based on combined EOFs (empirical orthogonal functions) of anomalies of precipitation, specific 

humidity, air temperature, and zonal and meridional winds at 850 hPa (Silva and Carvalho, 2007), or 

by atmospheric humidity flux over an area recognized as the monsoon core, based on zonal wind 

reversal and changes in humidity in transition seasons (Raia and Cavalcanti, 2008). Although these 

methods employ different atmospheric variables, they mostly agree in definition of the mean onset date 

for South American Monsoon System (SAMS) (Marengo et al., 2010).  

Various model simulations of SAMS have been performed at seasonal and climate scales. 

Simulations from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3) for the 20th century 

show difficulties in representing the precipitation amount, and the length of the rainy season in some 

regions (Bombardi and Carvalho, 2009) or the position and intensity of the Intertropical Convergence 

Zone (ITCZ) and of the South America Convergence Zone (SACZ) (Seth et al., 2010). Vera and 

Silvestri (2009) examined simulations of the interannual variability of the South Atlantic convergence 

zone during summer. They pointed out the necessity for model improvement. Jones and Carvalho 

(2013) confirmed the improvement of CMIP5 models over CMIP3 models in simulating the SAMS. 

The ECHAM 4.5 model was evaluated by Liebmann et al. (2007) and demonstrated skill in 

representing the onset of SAMS during the period between 1976 and 2001. CPTEC-COLA AGCM 

(Cavalcanti et al., 2002) represented well the large scale characteristics of SAMS in the summer season, 

but showed precipitation underestimate over the Amazon region and overestimate in the Andes region. 

An updated version of the CPTEC-COLA AGCM (Cavalcanti and Raia, 2017) represented well the 

main observed features of the SAMS lifecycle, demonstrating ability to improve precipitation and to 

capture the change of humidity flux direction. However, simulations also suffered from later onset and 
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delayed wind reversal. Regional models have also shown to mostly represent well the large-scale 

features of the SAMS (Chou et al., 2005; Seth et al., 2006; Rocha et al., 2009).   

The steepness of the Andes, the mountain range that has dominant influence on the weather 

over South America, represents a challenge for numerical models. The step-wise treatment of the 

terrain, applied in the regional Eta model, which for years was used for weather forecasting (Saulo et 

al., 2000; Seluchi et al., 2003), seasonal forecasting (Chou et al., 2005; Bustamante et al., 2012) and 

climate change studies (Chou et al., 2012, 2014a, 2014b) over Brazil, resolves most of the issues 

related to terrain following vertical coordinate. Therefore, a global extension of that model, a so-called 

Global Eta Framework (GEF) is taken for seasonal prediction tests that we are reporting on here. In 

addition to the vertical coordinate resulting in quasi-horizontal coordinate surfaces, as in the Eta model, 

GEF is an atmospheric grid-point global model developed in general curvilinear coordinates, capable of 

running on various squared grids and of avoiding inefficiency and numerical problems originated from 

the standard longitude-latitude grid. In our tests, GEF was run in an efficient cubed-sphere version, 

making the model highly scalable and convenient for long-term seasonal prediction experiments. 

 The objective of this work is to evaluate the capability of the GEF model at a 25-km horizontal 

resolution, to simulate the seasonal climate and the onset of the rainy season in Western-Central Brazil 

(WCB) in an ensemble seasonal integration. In the next section, we describe the model, seasonal 

simulation setup and the dataset used in this study. Section 3 shows the large-scale circulation patterns 

and Section 4 shows the analysis of pentad averages of rainfall and OLR. We end with summary and 

conclusions in Section 5. 

 

2 Model specification, methods, and data 

 

 The grid-point Eta model (Mesinger et al., 1988; Janjic, 1990; Janjic, 1994; Black, 1994; Chou 

et al 2002, 2012; Mesinger et al., 2002; Pesquero et al., 2010; Mesinger et al., 2012; Lyra et al., 2017; 

Mesinger and Veljovic, 2017) is used for weather and climate forecasts over South America at 

CPTEC/INPE. The model has a conservative, Arakawa type dynamics in the horizontal, and a finite 

volume representation in vertical (Mesinger and Jovic, 2002).  One of the main features of the model is 
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a step-wise representation of terrain, provided by the so-called “eta” vertical coordinate (Mesinger, 

1984) with quasi-horizontal coordinate surfaces. This approach removes the pressure-gradient force 

errors in areas of steep topography, which is a common error in models with the terrain-following 

coordinates (e.g. Mesinger and Janjic 1985). In addition, the blocking effect of the eta representation of 

mountains provides a more realistic flow over large-scale topography and simulation of related 

precipitation (e.g., Section 2 of Mesinger and Veljovic, 2017), as was shown during many years of 

operations in the United States of America, Brazil and elsewhere. 

 Global Eta Framework (GEF) was developed by Zhang and Ran� i�  (2007) as a unique global 

expansion of the regional Eta model, based on a general curvilinear formalism and capable of running 

on various rectangular spherical grids. In this study, the model uses a cubed-sphere grid topology, 

whose symmetry and uniformity enable a highly scalable and efficient computational performance. A 

specific version of the cubed-sphere used in this study provides an equal-area grid topology (with 

exception of three grid boxes around the vertices) without angular discontinuities across the edges 

(Purser and Ran� i� , 2011; Purser et al., 2014; Ran� i�  et al., 2017). These angular discontinuities 

characterize the gnomonic cubed-sphere, originally suggested for modeling of the atmosphere by 

Sadourny (1972).  

 The physics package of the code includes a choice between two convection schemes, Betts-

Miller-Janjic (Betts and Miller, 1986; Janjic, 1994), and Kain-Fritsch (Kain, 2004), and two cloud 

microphysics schemes, Zhao (Zhao et al., 1997) and Ferrier (Ferrier et al., 2002). The radiation 

package is developed by GFDL (Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory), which includes the short-

wave radiation scheme of Lacis and Hansen (1974) and the long-wave radiation scheme of 

Schwarzkopf and Fels (1991), with radiation tendencies calculated every hour and applied at every 

physics time step. The land–surface transfer processes are parameterized by the Noah scheme (Ek et al., 

2003).  Monin–Obukhov similarity theory is combined with Paulson stability functions (Paulson, 1970) 

and applied to the surface layer which includes a molecular viscous sublayer over land according to 

Zilitinkevich (1995), and over water according to Janjic (1994). Turbulent transports above the surface 

layer use the Mellor-Yamada 2.5 closure (Mellor and Yamada, 1982; Janjic, 1990).  

 The step-terrain approach is especially appropriate for the areas where the weather conditions 
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are strongly affected by steep mountains, such as the Andes Mountains in South America. This and the 

efficient scalability are among the main reasons for employing GEF in this study.  However, GEF still 

does not employ the “cut-cell” steps, introduced in the regional model in Mesinger et al. (2012), nor the 

non-hydrostatic acceleration.    

 The global seasonal forecasts at CPTEC have been produced by an ensemble of the global 

atmospheric model (AGCM) (Cavalcanti et al., 2002), with the latest results being discussed in 

Cavalcanti and Raia (2017), an ensemble of coupled ocean-atmosphere model (Siqueira and Nobre, 

2006), and an ensemble of the regional Eta model, driven by CPTEC AGCM (Chou et al., 2005; Pilotto 

et al., 2012). The high computational demand of the spectral model for long-term simulations limits the 

CPTEC global models to the coarse resolution of about 200 km. The GEF development at CPTEC for 

seasonal forecasts (Latinovi�  et al., 2017) is a less computationally demanding alternative for the 

operational seasonal forecasts at the center. 

 The model was set up at 25-km horizontal resolution and 38 vertical levels, with model top at 

25 hPa, time step 40 s, and so as to use Ferrier cloud microphysics scheme, Kain-Fritsch convection 

scheme and GFDL radiation package. 

 This study performs a comparative assessment of simulated and observed seasonal conditions 

for the trimester September-October-November (SON) of the years 2011 and 2013 with emphasis on 

the evaluation of the model skill to simulate the onset of the rainy season in the region of WCB (20°S-

10°S, 60°W-50°W). For that purpose, the methods based on pentads of precipitation and OLR were 

adopted, with some modifications needed in view of limitations in information available. The rainy 

seasons of both selected years ended with extreme floods in the Amazon region (Espinoza et al., 2012, 

2014; Marengo et al., 2012; Satyamurty et al., 2013), which motivates the use of these cases in this 

study. A total of 10 seasonal integrations were performed, for the range of approximately 3.5 months. 

There were two sets of simulations: one for the period SON of 2011 and another for the period SON of 

2013. For each period, 5-member ensemble was constructed by starting the simulations on the days 13, 

14, 15, 16, and 17 August of each year. Since the beginning of the analyzed period is 1st of September, 

approximately 2-3 weeks model spin-up period was left in the case of both years simulations, 

depending on the member of ensemble. Members of ensemble were constructed using initial conditions 
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from NCEP reanalyses (Kalnay et al., 1996; Kanamitsu et al., 2002) at 0000 UTC. Sea surface 

temperature (SST) was updated daily from the observed monthly mean global SST (Reynolds et al., 

2002) for each year, while vegetation fraction was also updated daily from monthly mean 

climatological values. The period analyzed in the Section 3 spans from 1st of September until 30th of 

November (SON). For the evaluation of the onset of the rainy season in the Section 4, it spans from the 

pentad 49 until the pentad 66 (29th of August-26th of November). Pentads represent mean values of 5 

consecutive days, starting from the 1st of January, where pentad 1 represents the mean value for the 

days 1st-5th of January, pentad 2 represents the mean value for the days 6th-10th of January, etc., so that 

one year consists of 73 pentads, as presented in Kousky (1988). The corresponding dates of the pentads 

used in this study are listed in Table 1. Evaluation of model simulations is carried out by comparing 

them against corresponding NCEP reanalysis data and CMORPH (CPC MORPHing technique) 

precipitation data (Joyce et al., 2004). 

 

3 Large-scale circulation patterns 

  

In this section, the large-scale circulation patterns simulated by GEF are discussed, with the 

focus on South America. Global ensemble mean values of 200-hPa and 850-hPa wind, 500-hPa 

geopotential height, 850-hPa temperature, mean sea level pressure (MSLP) and precipitation are 

compared against the corresponding reanalyses and observations of the SON trimester of 2011 and 

2013.  

 Figure 1 shows the mean circulation in the upper troposphere (200 hPa, upper panels), and 

lower troposphere (850 hPa, lower panels), simulated (left side), and reanalysis verifications (right 

side), for the two years as indicated on top of the pairs of panels. There are some disagreements with 

reanalysis in the reproduction of the intensity of the jet streams over North America and over South 

Pacific, where model tends to simulate weaker winds. On the other hand, the model simulates stronger 

winds in the western equatorial Indian Ocean and in the eastern equatorial Pacific (Figure 1 a-d). The 

monsoonal changes at the upper levels, typical of austral spring over South America, are also present in 

the form of developed anticyclonic circulation, although they are rather displaced in the 2013 case. The 
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lower-level circulation characteristics that include easterlies over the tropics, the subtropical 

anticyclonic circulation, the mid-latitude westerlies, and the subpolar lows are reproduced by the model 

(Figure 1 e-h), although the centers of the subtropical anticyclones and the subpolar lows are slightly 

displaced toward east. Wind intensity is mostly comparable with reanalysis, except in the western 

Indian Ocean, where wind speed is overestimated. More pronounced wave-like pattern is simulated in 

the mid-latitude westerlies in the Southern Hemisphere for both years, but the waves over part of 

Europe and Asia in 2011 are missing in the simulation. The easterlies over the Atlantic Ocean, near the 

coast of South America, are more intense in the simulation. The low-level jet east of Andes, which is 

one of the characteristic features of the South American monsoon, is simulated by the model, although 

the model simulates a northwest-southeast orientation of the jet whereas the reanalysis has a north-

south orientation. 

 Table 2 shows spatial correlations between the daily mean global simulations and the 

corresponding reanalyses/observations for SON of 2011 and 2013. The simulated 500-hPa geopotential 

height and 850-hPa temperature show the best agreement between the model simulations and 

reanalyses, with spatial correlations of 0.99 and 0.98, respectively, identical for both years. Figure 2 

shows 500-hPa geopotential and 850-hPa temperature. Major 500-hPa geopotential height differences 

are shown in the polar regions and at 5700 and 5800 gpm in the Southern Hemisphere. These 

geopotential height contours are shifted northwards when compared against reanalysis (Figure 2 a-d). 

At 850 hPa, the largest temperature error occurs over the Pacific coast of Mexico (Figure 2 e-h), where 

model overestimates the temperature by about 4°C. Overestimate of 2°C is shown mostly over the 

equatorial oceanic regions in the eastern Indian Ocean and central Pacific, Atlantic Ocean and over 

Caribbean Sea. Simulations also overestimate the 850-hPa temperature by about 2°C over western 

Pacific Ocean in 2013. In contrast, the temperature is mostly underestimated by about 2°C over tropical 

continental regions such as equatorial Africa, northern Australia, and tropical regions of South America. 

 Ensemble mean MSLP and precipitation are shown in Figure 3. The model captured the 

subtropical high-pressure belt, although the pressure was underestimated over south-eastern Pacific 

Ocean in 2013 (Figure 3 a-d). The surface high-pressure centres of the subtropical anticyclones are 

displaced eastward especially over the Pacific Ocean in 2011. The subpolar lows, especially in the 
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Southern Hemisphere, are not so deep as in reanalysis, and the position of the centers are also mainly 

displaced. In the Amazon region, the simulated 1010-hPa isobar covers a larger area than in reanalysis. 

Despite these differences, the MSLP field holds the third position in spatial correlation coefficients, 

when compared with all other evaluated fields (Tab. 2). The spatial correlation for MSLP is 0.89 for the 

year 2011 and 0.88 for the year 2013. The 200-hPa wind showed the same correlations as MSLP in 

both years. The 850-hPa wind correlations are 0.86 and 0.85, for 2011 and 2013, respectively. 

Although spatial correlation is the lowest (0.64 for both years), model precipitation patterns show 

reasonable agreement with the high-resolution CMORPH observations (Figure 3 e-h). The ITCZ is 

correctly positioned across the Pacific Ocean and over the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and the Maritime 

Continent. However, precipitation rate is underestimated over central Pacific, tropical South America, 

and Africa, and it is overestimated over Central America, Indian Ocean, and the western Pacific. The 

South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ) that extends from the equatorial west Pacific southeastward 

across the south Pacific Ocean is correctly positioned. The simulated precipitation rate is also 

comparable to observed precipitation intensity. Similarly, the precipitation band over South Atlantic 

that extends from South America also has quantities comparable to the observations. The weak 

precipitation areas in the Southern Hemisphere mid-latitudes are slightly overestimated by the model, 

while in the Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes, the precipitation maxima along and off the eastern 

coasts of the continents are mostly well represented both in position and intensity. The simulations 

reproduce the precipitation minima in the subtropics, which correspond to the positions of subtropical 

highs and the desert regions over the continents along the latitudes of 20°. Model precipitation pattern 

over South America reproduces the initial phase of the onset of the rainy season which is indicated by 

the spatial distribution of precipitation, although the intensity of precipitation is clearly underestimated, 

especially over the Amazon region and the La Plata river basin. Global models generally show dry bias 

in these two regions (Yin et al., 2012). 

 

4 Analysis of the onset of the rainy season in Western Central Brazil 

 

The definition of the onset of the rainy season in this study is based on precipitation and OLR 
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for the observed data. Marengo et al. (2001) defined the pentad that represents the onset of the rainy 

season as the one with daily precipitation greater than 4 mm day-1, preceded by at least 6 out of 8 

pentads with daily precipitation less than 3.5 mm day-1, and followed by at least 6 out of 8 pentads with 

daily precipitation of more than 4.5 mm day-1. The criteria of preceding and subsequent pentads are 

included due to the fairly noisy character of precipitation and the objective to capture even so the 

transition from dry to rainy season notwithstanding the appearance of pentads that do not conform to 

predominant character of pentads they are imbedded in. For example, a pentad with an episode of 

heavy rain, followed by several pentads with precipitation below the defined threshold, should not be 

chosen to define the onset.  

 Another similar method is based on the OLR. Kousky (1988) defines onset as occurring when 

mean OLR falls below 240 W m−2 in a given pentad, provided that 10 out of the 12 previous pentads 

have OLR above 240 W m−2 and 10 out of the 12 subsequent pentads have OLR below 240 W m−2. The 

WCB region selected for this study (Figure 4) includes the area of maximum precipitation during the 

rainy season (DJF). The mean annual cycle of circulation is highly related to SAMS, as demonstrated 

in Gan et al. (2004). They pointed out remarkable seasonality in annual precipitation for the selected 

region (WCB) and the contrast between the summer and the winter precipitation amounts of more than 

900 mm year-1 during summer (DJF) and less than 100 mm year-1 during winter (JJA) season. This 

region is also important because it contains the western portion of the Brazilian High Plains together 

with some rivers that flow into the Amazon and La Plata basins. The WCB area is frequently used in 

studies related to SAMS to define the onset or demise of the rainy season of South America (Gan et al, 

2006; Garcia and Kayano, 2009; Garcia and Kayano, 2011). 

 Using both methodologies, based on precipitation and on OLR, the onset dates for the years 

2011 and 2013 are defined and presented in Figure 5. The two highly correlated curves refer to the 

NCEP observed OLR data (red line) and the CMORPH precipitation (green line). The x-axis shows 

pentads from 1 to 73. The y-axis on the left corresponds to precipitation in mm day-1 and the inverted 

y-axis on the right corresponds to OLR in W m-2. Black solid horizontal line represents the thresholds, 

both for precipitation (4 mm day-1) and OLR (240 W m-2). Both methodologies agree in the indication 

of the pentad that defines the onset, the pentad 55 (black vertical dashed line) in both years, that 
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corresponds to the period between 28 September and 2 October. If the demise dates had to be defined, 

for example, the criterion based on precipitation would give different pentads than using the criterion 

based on OLR. For the precipitation criterion, they would be the pentad 21 in 2011 and the pentad 22 in 

2013 whereas for the OLR criterion, they would be the pentad 22 in 2011 and the pentad 25 in 2013. 

The first observed peak in precipitation and OLR above the defined threshold in 2011 (pentad 55) 

indicates the onset, while the first observed peak in 2013 (pentad 50) is followed by 4 consecutive 

pentads with the values below the threshold. Therefore, it does not qualify to be defined as the onset 

pentad, which illustrates the importance of the criteria including the preceding and subsequent pentads. 

Both methods are very sensitive to the definition of threshold, as discussed by Marengo et al. (2001). 

The OLR threshold value of 230 W m-2, for example, would shift the onset of 2011 probably to a 

pentad around January of 2012.   

 Figure 6 shows temporal evolution of 5-day averaged precipitation for each member of the 

ensemble, referred to as GEF13 to GEF17, the ensemble mean and observation from pentad 49 until 

pentad 66. These pentads correspond to the period between 29 August and 26 November, 

approximately the trimester SON. Coefficients r13-r17 are the Pearson correlation coefficients 

(temporal correlations) for each member of the ensemble and they are a measure of the linear 

correlation between 2 variables, in this case, between simulated and observed precipitation and 

between simulated and observed OLR. The names of the members are identified by the suffixes 13-17 

which correspond to dates of the initial conditions (13th-17th of August) of each member of the 

ensemble, while suffix “ens” corresponds to the ensemble mean. The same methods as in Figure 5 

cannot be directly applied. The first reason is because the period analyzed here (SON) is shorter than 

the 24 pentads necessary to apply the OLR method. The second reason is because of the missing 

information about precipitation before the pentad 49 and after the pentad 66, which could considerably 

change the onset date. Similarly, if the threshold of 230 W m-2 were applied to OLR, there would be 

change in the 2011 onset, as mentioned in the analysis of Figure 5. The third reason is the definition of 

threshold for model simulations. For example, the threshold of 4 mm day-1 cannot be applied directly 

because the model underestimates precipitation in South America, as shown in Figure 3. However, it is 

possible to discuss and assess how the model reproduces the transition from dry to wet season 
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analyzing each member and ensemble mean and comparing it against observed data. 

 The observed precipitation data show 6 peaks in precipitation in pentads 52, 55, 58, 62, 64 and 

66. The ensemble mean, on the other hand, shows clear peaks in pentads 51, 54, 56, 59, 63 and 65. 

Most of the ensemble members simulate these peaks, but with different magnitude. Simple comparison 

of pentads with peak in precipitation indicates that model tends to lead the observed rain episodes, by 

about 1 pentad in most of the cases. However, the intensity of precipitation is not well simulated. In the 

first month of the analyzed period (September), before the observed onset in pentad 55, the intensity of 

precipitation seems reasonably reproduced. An abrupt change in precipitation pattern that represents 

the onset occurs between September and October. During the same period, the model shows slow 

increase in precipitation amount, but with underestimate of precipitation. The difference between 

simulation and observation decreases only in the last 4 pentads of the analyzed period, in November. 

The correlation coefficients vary between 0.24 and 0.62 among the ensemble members. 

 The first peak in observed precipitation in 2013 (Figure 6 b) in pentad 50 is almost nonexistent 

in the model, with barely visible sign of increase, while the second peak, in pentad 52, is more 

comparable in intensity but it is not clearly defined as a peak by the ensemble precipitation mean. In 

the period from pentad 51 until pentad 56, the ensemble mean shows constant, almost linear increase, 

while there are clearly present minima and maxima in the observed data. Simulated peaks in the 

pentads 56 and 58 correspond to the observed peaks in the pentads 56 and 59. The simulated 

precipitation, in pentads 59-61, shows the same pattern as the observed precipitation in pentads 60-62, 

which indicates that the model leads the onset, similarly as in 2011. In the last 5 pentads, although the 

model improves the simulation of the intensity of precipitation, it seems that the skill in representing 

the peaks in precipitation decays. Comparison of the correlation coefficients reveals that almost all 

members of the ensemble, including the ensemble mean, have higher values in 2013. The correlation 

coefficients varied between 0.41 and 0.73 among the ensemble members. Significant differences occur 

in the first month of the analyzed period, when the model shows reasonable skill in 2011, however, it 

mostly fails to simulate some pre-onset maxima in precipitation in 2013. In addition, the ensemble 

members in 2011 are more mutually comparable in intensity, especially during the first two months of 

integration, while the members in 2013 are more dispersive, with bigger amplitude in intensity, which 
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is particularly pronounced in the last month of integration. 

 With objective to quantitatively define the onset date in the model simulations, the model-

relative threshold based on precipitation is also calculated using the modified method of Zeng and Lu 

(2004). They used a normalized precipitable water index to define globally unified summer monsoon 

onset and demise dates. Instead of precipitable water, we use precipitation to define a normalized 

precipitation index (NPI) for the CMORPH observations, similarly as in Geil et al. (2013), with some 

modifications due to the limitations in information available: 

                                                     𝑁𝑃𝐼 = 𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑−𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛

. 

Pthreshold is the precipitation threshold of 4 mm day−1 defined by Marengo et al. (2001) and Pmin and 

Pmax are the 16-yr climatological values (1998-2013) of the area-averaged minimum and maximum 

monthly CMORPH precipitation in the WCB region for the period SON. The computed NPI value 

(0.26) and the values of the area-averaged minimum and maximum monthly precipitation from the 10-

member ensemble of the model simulations for the same region and the period SON of 2011 and 2013 

are then used to solve the NPI equation for the model-relative precipitation threshold (Pthreshold; mm 

day−1). The obtained result is 1.91 mm day−1 and it is presented with a green dotted horizontal line in 

the Figure 6, while the red dotted horizontal line represents the threshold of 4 mm day−1 for the 

observed data. If the same method of preceding and subsequent pentads as in Marengo et al. (2001) is 

applied for the model ensemble mean, the onset by the model will occur at the pentad 58 and 56 for the 

years 2011 and 2013, respectively. 

 Figure 7 shows daily mean precipitation over South America, simulated by each ensemble 

member and ensemble mean, and compared against the corresponding CMORPH observed 

precipitation. The dates of initial condition of each member of the ensemble (13th-17th of August) are 

marked at the top of the figure for each year. The black rectangle in the middle of the figure represents 

the WCB region. All members show underestimate of rain over the Amazon region in 2011. The 

members 13 and 15 have the lowest amount of precipitation in WCB region, while the member 16 has 

the highest amount of precipitation in WCB and generally in South America. Nevertheless, the 

ensemble mean of precipitation, despite the underestimate of precipitation, performs fairly well in the 

spatial distribution and it is comparable with CMORPH observations. The first two members of 
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ensemble of 2013, the members 13 and 14, exhibit the best reproduction of precipitation rate when 

compared with all integrations made for both years. At the same time, the members 15 and 17 exhibit 

the worst reproduction, especially in the WCB region. As in 2011, the ensemble mean of precipitation 

shows spatial distribution of reasonable agreement with observations, although with some 

underestimate. 

 Figure 8 is similar as Figure 6, only with inverted y-axis and shows OLR. The peaks of the red 

dashed line represent the minima of observed OLR, due to inverted y-axis. These OLR minima 

correspond to maxima in precipitation. The model mean OLR follows closely the tendency of decrease 

of observed OLR values, but without clear signs of minima of OLR during most of the analyzed period, 

only with weak minima and maxima in the last 6 pentads, which are out of phase (Figure 8 a). Some 

members of the ensemble, members 13 and 14 and, to some extent 15, show the same pattern in the last 

6 pentads, while member 17, for example, reproduces well the pattern of OLR before the onset in 

pentad 55. The values of OLR are mostly overestimated by the model, especially at the beginning of 

integration, when the difference reaches almost 80 W m-2. The error reduces with time, reaching the 

values around 40 W m-2 in the middle of integration. Similar values as in observation are shown in the 

last month of integration. As soon as the model starts to produce rain, that error in OLR decreases. 

From the onset until the end of integration, the model shows some skill as it simulates the minimum at 

the pentad 61, although it still overestimates OLR by a relatively constant difference of about 40-50 W 

m-2. Correlations vary between 0.53 and 0.85. 

 The observed precipitation and OLR are highly inversely correlated variables (Figure 9). Each 

maximum in precipitation (green line) corresponds to a minimum in OLR (red line) and vice versa. 

Therefore, the temporal correlation between the two variables is negative, such as -0.97 for 2011 

(Figure 9 b) and -0.94 for 2013 (Figure 9 d), for the same period as in Figure 6 and Figure 8. Although 

the ensemble mean precipitation and OLR simulated by the model are inversely correlated, the values 

of correlation coefficients -0.69 for 2011 (Figure 9 a) and -0.76 for 2013 (Figure 9 c) are lower than the 

correlation of the observations. 

 Time-longitude daily mean precipitation, averaged over 20°S-10°S for the period SON 2011 

and 2013, is shown in Figure 10. The model simulates some pre-onset episodes of rain in WCB region 
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in September, with the first intense continuous precipitation occurring in the period 23-28 September 

(approximately pentad 54), while in the observations the onset is identified in the period 26 September-

2 October (approximately pentad 55). Lower charts show the ensemble mean simulated by the model 

for 2013 on the left and the observed data on the right. The pattern is somewhat similar to that of 2011, 

with the difference that the model produces little rain in the first 20 days of September in 2013. Some 

weak rain is only simulated at the beginning of the last 10 days of September. More intense rain is 

simulated only in the eastern part of the WCB region in the period 1-6 October (approximately pentad 

56). Observed data show some rainy episodes in September with more intense continuous rain 

occurring in the period 28 September-2 October (approximately pentad 55). Precipitation is notably 

more intense in observations than in simulations for both years.  

 

5 Summary and conclusions 

 

The main objective of this study was to assess the skill of GEF for seasonal simulations and to 

evaluate model capability to simulate the onset of the rainy season in the WCB region. Ensemble 

seasonal forecasts and observations of years 2011 and 2013 were used to this end. A comparative 

analysis was performed of simulations and observations or reanalyses of global mean fields for the 

period SON of both years, in the first part of this work. Some preliminary results with this version of 

the model were shown in Latinovi�  et al. (2017), where the ability of GEF to perform simulations with 

increased horizontal resolution and upgraded version of cubed-sphere and its stability in long-term 

seasonal integrations were confirmed. The results shown here show high level of spatial correlation 

between the model simulations and the reanalyses for almost all analyzed variables, with correlations 

of 5 out of 6 variables varying from 0.85 to 0.99. The magnitude of most of the variables is also well 

represented by the model, although with some local differences. Variables from different levels are 

evaluated: for the upper-troposphere, the 200-hPa wind, for the mid-troposphere, the 500-hPa 

geopotential height, and for the lower-troposphere, the 850-hPa temperature and wind, and at the 

surface, MSLP. These variables represent the dynamical part of the model and demonstrate satisfactory 

skill for both years in seasonal integration for the period SON. Although precipitation is the variable of 
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lowest simulation skill, the model reproduces reasonably well the spatial distribution of precipitation, 

with spatial correlation of 0.64, in both years. Precipitation over some tropical oceanic regions is 

mostly overestimated and over tropical continental regions is mostly underestimated. The second part 

of our study presents analyses of the onset of the rainy season in WCB region based on the methods 

that employ precipitation and OLR. The onset defined from observations occurs in the pentad 55 in 

both years. The simulations show underestimate in precipitation and overestimate in OLR, therefore, 

the thresholds from observations are not applied in the model outputs of these variables. Limitation is 

also present in the length of analyzed period where the criteria of preceding and subsequent pentads, 

applied in both methods could not be applied directly. Still, comparative assessment of temporal 

evolution of the 5-day averaged simulated and observed precipitation through the period SON 

demonstrates that the model ensemble mean possesses satisfactory skill in predicting maxima of 

precipitation even toward the end of the observed period, with errors of around 1 pentad when 

compared with observed data. Simulated precipitation shows continuous increase along the period 

rather than an abrupt change in regime typical of transition from dry to wet season. On the other hand, 

the intensity was comparable with observations in the first and in the last month of the period. Some 

ensemble members, however, show some signs of sudden change in precipitation intensity near the 

observed onset pentad, but with underestimated values. The temporal correlations of 0.58 and 0.61 for 

the years 2011 and 2013, respectively are considered satisfactory. In addition to comparative 

assessment, the model-related threshold is explicitly defined and it indicates 1-3 pentads later onset 

then in observed data. 

In comparison with precipitation, members of the ensemble of OLR generally show higher 

linear temporal correlation with observations, with ensemble mean value of 0.81 for 2011 and 0.69 for 

2013. The extreme values in OLR are to some extent simulated by several members of the ensemble, 

but they mostly disagree in the timing of these minima or maxima, therefore the ensemble mean results 

in smooth line, with no clear peaks. On the other hand, the OLR simulations generally represent well 

the trend, which is similar to the observations. In addition, OLR is clearly overestimated in 2013. The 

high temporal correlation between the ensemble mean precipitation and the ensemble mean OLR 

indicates a reasonable agreement of these two variables, although with moderately lower correlations 
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than in observation.  

 The ability of the model to simulate the onset of the rainy season in WCB is illustrated in  

Figure 10, which shows the time-longitude section of daily averaged precipitation over the latitudes 

20°S-10°S. The simulation clearly shows the transition of precipitation regime from dry to wet, 

approximately at the end of September to beginning of October, which differs from observation by a 

couple of days. Simulation of precipitation pattern changes and more intense precipitation starts to 

occur after that date, although still significantly less intense than observation.  

 The underestimate of the precipitation rate over tropical continental regions, particularly over 

South America, remains one of the main issues of the model. Although the model simulates reasonably 

well the formation of the main features of the SAMS, some discrepancies are noted and they indicate 

some weaknesses of the model. Without properly simulated enhanced convective activity in the 

Amazon region, which typically starts in SON, and intense latent heat release in the area of heavy 

precipitation, the model is not able to reproduce well the large-scale patterns. The Bolivian High, 

explained as response to local diabatic heating in the Amazon region (Lenters and Cook, 1997), is not 

sufficiently developed in the model. This weakness affects the circulation pattern in the region, and 

moisture flux from the Amazon toward southeast Brazil, which is an important mechanism for the 

maintenance of SACZ. Therefore, the further improvements and adjustments of the convection scheme 

are necessary for better simulations. However, the recently implemented and tested radiation scheme, 

RRTMG (Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs), which we did not use, produced downward 

surface shortwave radiation fluxes closer to observations and reduced the systematic positive bias 

found in the regional Eta model (de Andrade Campos et al., 2017). It demonstrated better performance 

in most of evaluated variables, especially in clear-sky conditions. Once implemented in GEF, it could 

potentially bring benefits in the representation of radiation and precipitation as well. The computational 

efficiency of GEF shown by Zhang and Ran� i�  (2007) and the results presented in this study suggest 

that continuous efforts in development of the model can give significant contribution to the 

improvement of the seasonal forecasts at CPTEC. 
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Figure 1: September to November (SON) 2011 and 2013 ensemble mean of 200-hPa and 850-hPa 

winds (m s-1), GEF simulations (on the left) and NCEP reanalyses (on the right). Wind speed is shaded 

and direction is shown by streamlines. Top panel refers to 200-hPa wind (m s-1) in 2011, the second 

panel shows 200-hPa wind (m s-1) in 2013, the third panel shows 850-hPa wind (m s-1) in 2011 and the 

bottom panel shows the 850-hPa winds (m s-1) in 2013. 

Figure 2: September to November (SON) 2011 and 2013 ensemble mean 500-hPa geopotential height 

(gpm) (contour) and 850-hPa temperature (°C) (shaded) simulated by GEF (on the left) and the 

corresponding variables from NCEP reanalyses (on the right). Top row refers to 500-hPa geopotential 

height (gpm)  in 2011, the second row shows 500-hPa geopotential height (gpm)  in 2013, the third row 

shows 850-hPa temperature (°C) in 2011 and the bottom row shows 850-hPa temperature (°C)  in 2013.    

Figure 3: 2011 and 2013 SON global ensemble mean MSLP (hPa) (contour) and precipitation (mm 

day-1) (shaded); GEF simulations (on the left) and NCEP reanalyses and observed precipitation (mm 

day-1) from CMORPH (on the right). Top row refers to MSLP (hPa) in 2011, the second row refers to 

MSLP (hPa) in 2013, the third row shows precipitation (mm day-1) in 2011 and the bottom row shows 

precipitation (mm day-1) in 2013. 

Figure 4: Study area to define the rainy season onset: Western-Central Brazil (WCB), 10°S–

20°S/60°W–50°W. 

Figure 5: The onset of the rainy season in WCB for the years (a) 2011 and (b) 2013. 5-day averaged 

time series of OLR (W m-2) are presented by the red curve and precipitation (mm day-1) by the green 

curve. The solid horizontal line refers to the thresholds defined for both methods and the vertical 

dashed line defines the onset pentads. 

Figure 6: 5-day averaged time series of precipitation (mm day-1) of all members of the ensemble, 

ensemble mean and observation in WCB and temporal correlation coefficients for the period 29 

August-26 November (pentads 49-66) of the years (a) 2011 and (b) 2013. Red dotted horizontal lines 
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represent the threshold for the observed data, while the green dotted horizontal lines represent the 

model-relative threshold. 

Figure 7: SON daily mean precipitation (mm day-1) over South America. The members of the 

ensemble for the year 2011 are in the top row (a) and for the year 2013 in the middle row (b). 

Comparison of the ensemble mean simulated and CMORPH observed precipitation (mm day-1) for 

2011 is in the bottom left row (c) and for 2013 in the bottom right row (d). The WCB region is 

identified by the black rectangle. The numbers 13-17 above figures are the dates of the initial 

conditions in August 2011 and 2013 for each ensemble member. 

Figure 8: 5-day averaged time series of OLR (W m-2) of all members of ensemble, ensemble mean and 

observation in WCB and temporal correlation coefficients for the period 29 August-26 November 

(pentads 49-66) of the years (a) 2011 and (b) 2013. 

Figure 9: Comparison between simulated and observed 5-day averaged time series of precipitation 

(mm day-1) (green curve) and OLR (W m-2) (red curve) in WCB for the years 2011 (top row) and 2013 

(bottom row). The temporal correlation between precipitation and OLR for the period 9 August-26 

November (pentads 49-66) is plotted. The negative values show the inverse correlation between 

precipitation and OLR. 

Figure 10: Time-longitude daily precipitation (mm day-1) averaged over 20°S–10°S for the period 29 

August-26 November (pentads 49-66) of 2011 (top row) and 2013 (bottom row). Simulated 

precipitation (mm day-1) is on the left ((a) and (c)) and observed precipitation is on the right ((b) and 

(d)). 

 

Table 1: Pentad numbers and corresponding dates for the pentads 49-66. 
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Table 2: Spatial correlations between mean global simulations and CMORPH observations for 

precipitation (mm day-1) and the NCEP reanalysis for the remaining variables entered, for SON of 2011 

and 2013.  
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Seasonal climate and the onset of the rainy season in 
Western-Central Brazil simulated by Global Eta 

Framework model 
 
 

Dragan Latinovi� *, Sin Chan Chou, Miodrag Ran� i� , Gustavo Sueiro Medeiros, André de Arruda Lyra 
 
 
 
 
South American Monsoon System defines the pattern of precipitation in tropical South America. 
Western-Central Brazil (WCB) region is characterized by remarkable seasonality in annual 
precipitation and contrast between the summer and winter precipitation patterns. Global Eta 
Framework (GEF), a global atmospheric model at 25 km horizontal resolution, based on cubed-sphere 
topology and using regional Eta model infrastructure simulated successfully transition from dry to wet 
season in WCB region in an ensemble seasonal integration. 
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Pentad  Dates Pentad  Dates 

49 29 Aug. - 2 Sep. 58 13-17 October 

50 3-7 September 59 18-22 October 

51 8-12 September 60 23-27 October 

52 13-17 September 61 28 Oct. - 1 Nov. 

53 18-22 September 62 2-6 November 

54 23-27 September 63 7-11 November 

55 28 Sep. - 2 Oct. 64 12-16 November 

56 3-7 October 65 17-21 November 

57 8-12 October 66 22-26 November 

 

Table 1: Pentad numbers and corresponding dates for the pentads 49-66.  
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variables 200-hPa  

wind  
(m s-1) 

500-hPa 
geopotential 

height 
(hPa)  

 850-hPa 
temperature 

(°C) 

850-hPa  
wind  

(m s-1) 

MSLP 
(hPa)  

precipitation 
(mm day-1) 

trimester 

SON 2011 0.89 0.99 0.98 0.86 0.89 0.64 

SON 2013 0.88 0.99 0.98 0.85 0.88 0.64 

 

Table 2: Spatial correlations between mean global simulations and CMORPH observations for precipitation (mm day-1) and 

the NCEP reanalysis for the remaining variables entered, for SON of 2011 and 2013. 
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